What would It Take For Our 21st
Century Energy System to be
Clean and Equitable?

WOMEN OF COLOR LED PRESENTATION ON ENERGY
DEMOCRACY AND SOLAR AS A CIVIL RIGHT AT SOLAR
CONGRESS INDIANA
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Overview of the
Environmental and Climate Justice Program
• Created in 2009 to provide resources and support community leadership in
addressing this human and civil rights issue

• Mission Statement: Advancing the leadership of frontline communities to
eliminate environmental and climate injustice and ignite an environmental,
social, and economic revolution.

•

We advocate for three strategic objectives:

Reduce Harmful
Emissions, particularly
Greenhouse Gases

Advance Energy
Efficiency and
Clean Energy

Strengthen
Community
Resilience and
Livability

Energy A Civil Rights Issue
•

We see energy as a civil rights issue when Black workers account for only, roughly 5-9% of the U.S.
Energy and Employment Report sectors of the energy economy while white workers account for roughly
70-84%. Clean Energy has become a significant source of jobs in Indiana while coal is the biggest source
of electricity in the state, renewables employ far more people.

•

We see Net Metering as a civil rights issue when here in Indiana there are roughly 1600 rooftop solar
owners as of 2017, but now the SB 309 ends Net Metering for new customers after 2022 and Blacks are
not yet early adaptors

•

· We see energy as a civil rights issue when nationwide, African American children are more likely to
live near a coal plant. with 78% of children living near coal plants, with their emissions of mercury,
arsenic, lead, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and particulate matter. African American children are 3-5
times more likely to visit an emergency room due to an asthma attack and 2-3 times more likely to die of
an asthma attack. Here in Indiana, we held a Coal Blooded Training and I met a woman named Annie
who lived near the Michigan City Power Plant who said that she has asthma attacks and has to carry an
inhaler to stave off the constriction of her airways. Along with other attendees who indicated four
generations of family with asthma.

•

· We see energy as a civil rights issue when coal ash is polluting air, land, and water ways from coal ash
spills like the Tennessee Valley Coal Ash Spill and the Dan River Spill in North Carolina and also
through under regulated coal ash ponds and landfills from Indianapolis, Indiana to Uniontown, Alabama.

•

· We see energy as a civil rights issue when the oil industry has numerous disasters from oil drilling from
Exxon Valdez to the BP Oil Drilling Disaster in the Gulf of Mexico, to polluting refineries from
Richmond California to Whiting, Indiana, to oil trains rolling throughout the United States. A recent
example is the explosion which obliterated a section of a town in Quebec to such an extent that remains
of several of the residents were never recovered as they were completely incinerated.

•

We see energy as civil rights issue when African American communities and others put so much
into their electricity bills but get so little out of it, with the chief output being the disproportionate
pollution burden. According to the American Association of Blacks in Energy, African Americans
spend on average $40B on energy, yet only hold 1.1% of energy jobs, and gain less than <.01%
of the revenue from the energy sector, while on average African Americans pay a higher
proportion of income on energy than the general population.

•

So much more, nuclear, fracking. Sea level rise …….

Pillars of
Equitable Clean
Energy for 21st
Century Policy
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy Efficiency
Resource Standards
Renewable Portfolio
Standards
Distributed
Generation/Net Metering
Community Ownership
and Asset Development
Economic Justice
Political Power Building
On left: Leon W. Russell
Chairman, NAACP Board of Directors
On right: Derrick Johnson
NAACP President and CEO

Community Solar Project
The Greater Indianapolis NAACP Branch
The NAACP employs a
vision and a partnership
with local
community. The project is
a community solar
project. Its location is a
community that is in
remediation by the
Indiana Department of
Environmental
Management and an area
at risk of gentrification

4 Ways Solar Energy Can Empower Communities of Color

1. Solar Energy will reduce costs for low
income and communities of color

2. Solar Energy creates jobs that low

income and communities of color can
depend on

3. Solar Energy improves the health of
people of Frontline Communities

4. Solar Energy increases home values

Indiana : Solar Energy Helps Promote Equality

1.

All people have a right to clean air, clean water, and
healthy soil.

2.
A Just
Transition to
Renewable 3.
Energy

Energy justice projects must be community-led and
community-driven so that our communities will be
powered by clean energy that is accessible to all.
A just transition will shift the social power from
capitalism to community-owned and operated energy
sources.

Ten Principles of Energy Democracy
HUMAN RIGHT: The right to a safe, health and ecologicallybalanced environment is a human right itself
SELF DETERMINATION: Energy is a vital basic need in our
daily lives. How we produce and consume energy impacts
communities , nature, and their rights to a clean, healthy and
viable life
ENERGY IS A COMMON: Energy is essentially the
transformation of nature for our use. We are using nature for our
needs. A fundamental principle of Energy Democracy is that these
gifts of nature are for everyone, and as such are everyone's
responsibility to care, nature and sustain.
JUST TRANSITION: Energy Democracy must promote open
access to decent jobs and work-that is, jobs that provide safe and
healthy livelihoods for families and communities......The JT is
about creating new meaningful, living wage jobs that prioritize
unemployed and underemployment community members,
community members left out of the fossil fuel economy, and
workers in the fossil fuel industry that will be transitioned out.
ENERGY USE: A transition to an Energy Democracy is also a
shift in our understanding and relationship to energy toward one in
which we build our communities in a way that minimizes our need
for using nature's resources

Climate Justice & Energy Democracy : A Platform Vision 2015
https://climatejusticealliance.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/02/Climate-Justice-_-Energy-DemocracyPlatform-Vision_Final-2015-1.pdf

Ten Principles of Energy
Democracy Cont'd
•
•
•

•

•

COMMGOVERNANCE: A key step toward Energy Democracy
is regaining UNITY community and public control over the
energy system.
DIVERSITY AND SCALE: The shift to Energy Democracy will
require that the design and technologies of the energy system
will be determined by the goals and needs of the community.
RECLAIMING RELATIONSHIP: A core problem of the
extractive energy economy is that our relationship to energy as
people and communities is that of a consumer. Energy
Democracy is a shift away from this consumerist relationship
to how the Earth is used for our energy.
ACKNOWLEDGE, ACT AND REPAIR HISTORICAL
HARM: The development of the fossil-fuel energy system has
left a legacy of harms. Energy Democracy requires that these
historical legacies, which continue to have impacts
on Indigenous, communities of color and other exploited
peoples be recognized and that the costs for repairing harm be
acknowledged and integrated into the development of our
energy future.
RIGHTS OF NATURE: Mother Earth has the right to the
integrity of all living systems, including the conditions for
regeneration.

